MEDICAL EDUCATION JOURNAL CLUB WEBINAR
TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 15, 2020
12:00 NOON - 1:00 PM
TOPIC: CLINICAL REASONING
SPEAKER: ETHAN FRIED, MD, MACP
Associate Chair for Education, Residency Program Director, Dept’ of Internal Medicine
Associate DIO, Lenox Hill Hospital VP Academic Affairs for CME Quality and Patient Safety
NorthWell Health System
Professor of Medicine, Zucker School of Medicine at Hofstra/Northwell

REGISTER HERE:
HTTPS://US02WEB.ZOOM.US/MEETING/REGISTER/TZWTFMQRJISHNWF4VYFPM3BEAR9L8FT-CKO

SAVE THE DATE! WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 7TH 12 NOON - 1P M,
A DISCUSSION ON ETHICS WITH ASHLEY WARMAN, MS. ASHLEY WARMAN, MS
MEDICAL ETHICIST, DEPARTMENT OF MEDICINE DIVISION OF MEDICAL ETHICS LENOX HILL HOSPITAL

Educational Research Skills Development
(ERSD)
ENHANCE FOUNDATIONAL KNOWLEDGE OF EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH
CME credit granted for complete program- 8
Category 1 AMA credits;
Synchronous Via Zoom with Camera on to participate full*
(not a commuter session)
YOU MUST REGISTER FOR THIS COURSE AS A SERIES
(INDIVIDUAL SESSIONS NOT PERMITTED)
RSVP TO MELISSA AFFA,
MAFFA@NORTHWELL.EDU

*ALL SESSIONS 7 - 9 AM*

Wednesday, September 30, 2020
Formulating Research Questions and Designing Studies using Educational Theory as a Foundation
Alice Fornari, EdD

Thursday, October 8, 2020
Hypothesis-driven Research Identifying Key variables
Elisabeth Schlegel, PhD, MBA, MS

Thursday, October 22, 2020
Preparation an IRB Application, Hallie, Kassan, MS, CIP;
Preparing for Statistical Consultation, Martin Lesser, PhD; Conducting a Literature Search for Medical Education and Library Resources, Wendy Herman, MLS

Thursday, November 5, 2020
Introduction to Qualitative Research Methods & Analysis
Alice Fornari, EdD

Thursday, November 19, 2020
"Step Back" Peer Consultation on Project ideas
Alice Fornari, EdD

Wednesday, October 28, 2020
Core Variables for Measurement of Outcomes: Reliability and Validity
Questionnaire Design and Survey Research
Dan Coletti, PhD

Tuesday, November 10, 2020
Program Evaluation in Medical Education
Elisabeth Schlegel, PhD, MBA, MS

Wednesday, December 2, 2020
Scholarly Writing: Anatomy of a paper: Reporting on educational research
Karen Friedman, MD

Questions? Alice Fornari, Afornari@northwell.edu
How do we use a documentary film effectively with our learners?

13th- A Netflix Documentary that focuses on the "Intersection of race, justice and mass incarceration in the United States"
Angela T. Sweeney, MEd, MA, Curriculum Design Specialist, BERST Academy

Thursday, October 8th 4 pm - 5:30 PM

Zoom webinar: https://hofstra.zoom.us/meeting/register/tJEqcOioqzkvEtYsZLslejB6c913WW6kuqrF

Fall 2020 OSLER SOCIETY EVENTS

The Art of Observation and Unconscious Bias
Monday, September 14, 2020, 6-8 p.m., via Zoom

Caring for the Racist Patient
Thursday, October 22, 2020, 6-8 p.m., via ZOOM

Invisible Prisons, A program on Domestic Violence
Tuesday, November 24, 2020, 6-8 p.m., via ZOOM

To register for any of these programs please email Lisa Martin, Lisa.b.martin@hofstra.edu